The programs and universities below may be of particular interest to Classics majors.

Not all programs are Colby approved. Some may require a petition or a language pre-requisite.

Most universities abroad will have a Classics department, some with strengths in particular areas.

EXAMPLES OF CLASSICS-FOCUSED PROGRAMS

**Greece:** College Year in Athens
**Italy:** Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies in Rome

**EXAMPLES OF UNIVERSITY OR CENTER-BASED PROGRAMS**

**Ireland**
Trinity College Dublin
University College Cork

**Scotland**
University of Edinburgh
University of St. Andrews

**England**
University of Oxford
Royal Holloway, University of London

**Italy**
Temple University in Rome
Trinity College in Rome

**Israel:** University of Haifa

**Europe:** Euros Scholars (Research)

*Not all courses taken in these programs/universities will qualify for credit towards the Classics major. Faculty approval is needed for each course.*